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Original Fused Art Quilts from Photographs
Learn the entire process of selecting an
appropriate photograph, developing a working
pattern, choosing the appropriate fabrics and
fuse into place for realistic collage art. Learn
to enhance your quilt with fabric ink, markers,
color pencils or other media. Lastly, quilt to
both enhance the texture and hold the fused
pieces in place. See you there!
Note: Many students will not progress to
the quilting stage in a 5 day workshop, but
techniques will be taught to help them
complete the project at home.

PREPARATION
Choose your photo: The image you use has to be something you would enjoy making, with clear details (good
resolution), and a subject that would be interesting to you
and the viewer. If you are using someone else’s picture, you
should get permission form them in writing. If you want to
find an image without copyright restrictions, I recommend
Pixabay. Pixabay is an online resource for high quality images that can be used for most purposes.
Important: Please email the instructor (smollon@pacbell.net) a maximum of three images which you might like
to work from— at minimum 3 weeks prior (unless you have
signed up at the last minute). She will work with all workshop participants to ensure that the image chosen will be
suitable for the process, or will recommend cropping or other modifications.
Once you have an approved photo, you will need to print
it in whatever size you want the finished quilt to be. Please

be sure you bring the enlargement with you. For this workshop I recommend a maximum size of about 30” on a side.
Please print your enlargement in color, as that will make the
process easier than working from a black and white enlargement.
I have used www.blockposters.com for printing at
home, Blockposters.com has step by step instructions to enlarging your picture and printing it out on copy paper. When
printed you can trim and tape the individual sheets of paper
together. My preferred option is to use vistaprint.com. On
that website you can select the poster size you want from
the options they have listed. Generally they ship within a
week or so. Local copy centers are also a good option.
You may also want print a good copy of the photograph
on photo paper ( about 8” x 10” is fine), as a reference photo to bring if needed. The enlargement may be enough
though.

SUPPLIES NEEDED:
n Misty Fuse fusible web. I prefer this type because it
can be removed easily for changes, if needed during
the process, and is easy to quilt through. I recommend
a minimum of 4-5 yards (It is available 12” or 20” wide).

n Freezer Paper: You will need enough freezer paper
to trace your entire image on. If your enlargement is
wider than the 18” wide freezer paper, you will need
to tape two pieces together (use masking tape only)
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to make a big enough piece. Butt them together, do not
overlap.
n Pencil with an eraser
n Scissors for cutting paper and fabric.
n A Slice (TM) Ceramic bladed craft knife.
n Parchment paper or Goddess sheets.
n An ironing mat and a small travel size iron, an extension cord/ power strip with surge protection may also
be needed, and I recommend blue painters tape to
tape down loose cords to prevent trip hazards.
n Optional: A small rotary cutting mat, and if desired,
a small 18mm Rotary cutter to swiftly cut the fusible
webbing around each piece of fabric.
Fabric:
n You will need a large piece of background fabric or
muslin two or three inches longer and wider than
your enlarged image.
n Collage Fabrics: I recommend looking through your
stash first. I love Batiks for this process as they don’t
fray as much. Avoid prints and solids. Hand dyes are
also usually very good, I do most of my hand dyeing
for this process on Java Blender Batik grade PFD fabric. I only use prints occasionally. When I do, I usually
spray them lightly with Terial Magic (TM) first, and let
dry. If you have a printed fabric that you really want to
use, do prepare the fabric in advance if possible with
the spray, which helps stiffen and reduces the fray.
Select fabrics which are close in color and value as
the picture. This requires you to look at the picture
carefully. Look for subtle changes in color and value in
your image.
The amounts of each have more to do with your picture, so I cannot give you an exact amount. The advice
I can give you is bring lots of different fabrics in the
colors/values you see in the photo, in 1/8 yard to 1/4
yard amounts, which is most likely enough. I generally
use between 25-30 different fabrics for most of my
collage art pieces.

Media: While I will have several different media in class
that you are welcome to try in class, I encourage you
to have at least the following items:
n #80 White Ink by Tsukineko and a Fantastix applicator
or small brush.
n #182 Real Black, #155 Truffle Brown, #181 Cool Grey,
and #152 Sand Fabrico Markers. Other colors in the
markers may be appropriate for your project, depending on the colors. I like these neutrals though, for
most things.
n Color Pencils: Used for subtle shading—a small set
of high quality artist grade color pencils is handy to
have.
Quilting: Many of you will not get to the layering and
quilting phase, but some of you will, depending on
the complexity of the photo and the overall size.
If you think you may finish quickly —
bring the following:
n A sewing machine, clean and in good working order.
You will need your free motion (darning foot), and I
recommend size 70-75 Microtex needles.
n Backing fabric and batting just slightly larger than
your quilt top. I use Thermore batting or Silk batting
(both by Hobbs) for low loft projects, and wool batting for projects that I want more loft.
n Extra bobbins
n A small pair of scissors to snip threads at the machine.
n You may want to invest in many small spools of excellent quality cotton thread in the colors of your project
or to compliment your work for quilting. This can be
any type of thread, from #50 cotton to polyester.
Extra items:
n A piece of white flannel large enough for a design wall
to view your work upright and pins to secure it. You
may also want a project carrying bag to transport the
work home in.
n Table top light
n Something to cover your work at night

